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Making of the local rules No : 23, 2008 is about the forming of 26 villages in the region of Tulang Bawang District is a process of Law Legality that involves Local Government and DPRD (Council of the People’s Representatives). Problem of the research is the rejection of 2(two) from 26 villages forming in that region. In this research, the writer is very interested in observing that problem, not only from PERDA (Local Government Rules) forming by seeing the correlation pattern between Local Government and DPRD but also with those PERDA (Local Government Rules) forming process.

The purpose of this research is to investigate the correlation pattern between Local Government Institution and DPRD in making the PERDA (Local Government Rules), and also analyzing the process of stated 26 villages in Tulang Bawang District. The Method that is used in this research using the Qualitative Method, so that it can describe and analyze the data and also the correlation between Variable which oriented to result of the research in the field and references. Specifically, this
research states in analyzing and observing in the field phenomena deeply and completely based on the research characteristics.

Result of the research stated that: (1) the correlation pattern between Local Government and DPRD (council of the people’s representatives) had implemented well by doing Check and Balances. This relations are influenced by the Structural Organization of Communication and Human Resource and also between Local Government and DPRD. (2) This PERDA (Local Government Rules) process had appropriate with the mechanism and rule of laws. Formally, this PERDA had suitable with rule of laws but in fact, This PERDA still has the weaknesses because it can not implement totally.